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Barbaria and Utopia dispute territorial claims over Palma Asares (PA)  – a border region rich in natural 

resources located in Barbaria. The inhabitants of PA are ethnically linked to Utopia and have been seeking 

to join Utopia for years. A liberation movement, the National Assembley of the Palma Asares Liberation 

Movement (NAPALM) has been figthing from small hidden bases in the Barbarian mountains for years. A 

campaign of terrorist operations in the heartland of Barbaria has earned NAPALM to be branded a ” terrorist 

organization” by Barbaria, followed by certain allied States and international institutions. With the financial 

support of the Palma Asares diaspora – notably living in Utopia, NAPALM has been able to gather 

momentum. On 15 february, a NAPALM associated political party wins the first regional elections ever held 

in PA.  The military wing of Napalm – the Assassins – are increasingly present also in the local capital of PA. 

 

A Wiki-leaked document on 1st of May indicates that Utopia has provided NAPALM with weapons. Barbaria 

accuses Utopia of financing terrorism in order to gain territorial control over PA.  Barbaria warns Utopia on 

the 3rd of May to immediately halt its military support to NAPALM. The following week a truck full of 

weapons originating in Utopia is intercepted by a patrol of Barbarian forces in the mountain region PA. With 

reference to its inherent right to self-defence, Barbaria on the 9th of May launches a military attack on a 

border town of Utopia where a weapon factory is located.  Barbarian jets target the production facilities. The 

attack takes place at 14hrs, and a number of factory workers on duty are killed. Barbarian jets also target a 

loaded truck observed leaving the factory in direction of the border region. The truck is destroyed and the 

driver is killed. As they return to Barbaria, the jets come across a bataljon of Utopian soldiers having a 

military exercise in the mountains. The pilots inform their headquarters and get orders to make sure to kill all 

the soldiers, in order to ” teach Utopia a lesson”. Most of the soldiers are killed in the attack. 

 

On 10th of May, Barbaria launches a military operation to rid the PA capital of NAPALM, and the army 

moves in. Heavy fighting erupts between groups of Assasins and the Barbarian army. The Barbarian army 

eventually gains control over the political headquarters of NAPALM.  The main base of the Assasins in the 

town, located in a civilian neighborhood, is about to be disclosed, and the Assasins must hurry to evacuate 

their base. At the entrance to their control-room, the Assasins place a handgrenade in a vase and balance it 

at the top of a half-opened entrance door. Another handgrenade is placed in a dustbin at the back of the 

house, next to a playground. Both handgrenades are unsecured and ready to explode. The Assasins then 

abandon their base. 

 

Barbaria and Utopia are ratifying parties to the UN Charter,  the 1949 Geneva Conventions with their 

Additional Protocols, the 1980 Certain Conventional Weapons Convention and its Protocols with 

amendments,  the 1997 Mine Convention and the 2008 Clustermunition Convention. 

 

1) Qualify the situaion 

    a) before 1st of May 

    b) on 9th of May  

    c) after 10th of May 

 



2) Discuss the lawfulness of the Barbarian attack against Utopia in light of the UN Charter. 

 

3) Discuss the lawfulness of the Barbarian military attacks against :     

    a) the Utopian production facilities 

    b) the Utopian truck 

    c) the Utopian soldiers 

     

4) Are the Assasins breaching IHL when evacuating their base? 

 


